Quick Special Information about the boarding and deboarding with Rotor Turning on H225.

Be aware: It will be **NOISY, WINDY** and **UNCOMFORTABLE** close to the heli

Area of possible passenger walking: Green Area, from left front only!

- Walk only in green Area
- No CAP/HAT SCARF tight
- Form one line going to the heli
- ONE Bag only to the Cabin
- Place other baggage in front
- Enter Heli, fasten Seat belt

Plastic bags are not allowed to be carried on-board.
Boarding H225 Rotor Turning

- Unfasten Seat belt when advised
- Wait for door to be opened by ACM
- Leave heli slowly
- Collect all your bags
- Leave to left front of heli!!
- NO RUSH!!
- NO RUNNING!!